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Story Teller by:  Jeff Wolf
Is it just that I’m getting older?

 As I created the majority of this month’s issue, I spent the time lis-
tening to “The Oldies But Goodies” channel on my favorite internet radio 
station.  These songs were mostly based in the 50’s.  This era of music 
was two decades before I was even born.  

 One of the questions I’ve been asking myself, “Is it just that I’m get-
ting older” that draws me to this type of music?  I like to picture folks in 
the 50’s and early 60’s cruising in their favorite hot rod or custom down 
to their favorite burger joint before they catch a movie at the local drive 
in, then wrapping up the night (after dropping their date off)  with a quick 
drag race out in the desert or on the outskirts of town. 

 I also think it may have something to do with the fact that this era is 
when the Big 3 produced some of the coolest cars on the planet!  And, I 
tie this music into an era that is still going strong in the memories of mil-
lions of folks all over the US.  
 
 I also have a wide variety of tastes in music.  No, my folks didn’t 
pressure me into listening to this music, I chose to listen on my own.  

 Whatever the reason I’m listening, I really dig the vibe and will 
hold on to my thoughts of what I think it used to be like back then.  Even 
though I didn’t experience any of the activities during the time frame in 
which they occurred.  I’ll just enjoy today and tomorrow and know that 
the 50’s and 60’s live on in many a life style, and look forward to reading 
and having memories of this time frame shared with me!  WMM
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 Every year on the Thursday prior the start of the Goodguys Colorado Nationals, Pinkees Rod Shop owner Eric Peratt  and company host a Kick Off 
Party, where folks can swing by his state of the art Rod Shop and check out some of his customers cars, top of the line equipment that he and his crew use to 
produce these awesome rides, and hang out and enjoy the Thursday evening filled with good food, hot rods and live music.  A little tip for you newbies, you 
must get their early to get a good parking spot.  You also have the opportunity to unwind from your travels and that’s exactly what I did.  
 
 Eric’s shop is located just mintues from the Goodguys venue and is super easy to find.  His parents were on site helping Eric take care of the T-Shirt sales 
and letting folks look at their awesome ride with the new wheels that had been installed.

 Food was for sale in the form of “Loaded Baked Potatoes” by the folks at Tater-Licious, with the proceeds going to a good cause.  
 
 The Pinkees Rod Shop Kick Off Party is one that you don’t want to miss and once your there you’ll want to go back every year .  WMM
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(top)  Here are the hand crafted awards that Eric will hand out after 
making his “Builders Choice” pick (bottom)  Pinkees Rod Shop awards

(top)  The last time 
I visited Eric’s show was 
June of 2008, and upon 
this visit I found a new wa-
terjet used to make several 
of the one-off pieces that 
go into the high quality 
cars that his crew builds.  
Eric’s dad even gave me 
a key chain made by this 
machine.

 (bottom)  Another new 
tool to help with the metal 
work.
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It is always a treat to see what Eric and his crew have rolled out 
into the show room for visitors to check out during the Kick Off Party.

Larry Christensen from Arvada own’s this cool bare steel ‘32 
Ford Roadster.  It’s powered by a 392 ci Hemi backed with a TKO 
600.  Larry also won the “Magnum Axle/ Real Hot Rod” pick over the 
weekend at the show.
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This is certainly one very cool 
Chevelle.  Just look at the mile deep 
paint on the body setting perfect over a 
round of large 5 spokes, big brakes, and 
perfect chrome complete the exterior 
package.

This is one of the completed projects 
that was on display for Kickoff party 
goers to enjoy.

(top)  502 cubic inches of Chevrolet 
big block power provides the motorvation 
for this Chevelle.  The engine compart-
ment is detailed to the max

(left center)  The interior is a nice design 
excercise in which all components are 
placed just right and are of super high 
quality to match the rest of the car.
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Two words come to mind Tail Dragger.  But there are hundreds 
more that would be used to described this cool custom!

It’s almost like the back part of the garage was dedicated to Mopar 
Muscle.  Check out these two fine examples of Mopar Performance.
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A great buisness card for Eric and company were the numerous 
rides he displayed in bare metal.  These certainly showcase the capa-
bilities of the metal shaping and fabrication skills.

You just never know what you’ll see, as there more and more ex-
amples around every square inch of this spotless hot rod shop!
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This is one cool ‘48 Ford custom.  500 inches of caddy motor,  ‘50 
olds grille, ‘53 Buick headlights and ‘54 Chrysler hubcaps just scream 
custom.
This was a clone of the car the owner had in highschool!

I bet the short cruise down from Cheyenne, Wyoming in this killer 
‘47 Ford was very nice!  The interior is luxurious!
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Yet another cool example of what happens to an early 60’s ride 
that gets lowered, large hoops, and a modern drive train.  This time in 
the form of an Oldsmobile!  Well Done!!! I love the olds valve covers 
on the late model Ram Jet.

(top) Nice, clean & white!  (bottom)  I wish I had a dollar bill for 
every mile that Eric’s dad has put on his ‘32 Ford Coupe!  I’m diggin 
the new rollilng stock!
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The quality of the cars that came 
out for the kickoff party were off the 
hook.  This way cool Ford wagon sets 
just right over a set of large salt flat 
wheels and has plenty of room for lug-
gage. 

(top)  This Ford sports a Ford power 
plant and will have plenty of trouble free 
miles with this late model supercharged 
Ford engine!  I would love to have taken a 
ride in this

(left center)  The interior is a perfect 
match to the highly polished silver exte-
rior.  And the best part of the interior is 
the 3rd pedal!!!  Don’t all hot rods have 3 
pedals?
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Birght Blue paint is slathered all over this truck which adds to the ap-
peal as does the old school 5 spokes.  The interior sports a body colored 
dash, white faced gauges, and a blue and white steering wheel from an 
Impala.  

The blue pattern done on the white leather seats just make the interior 
pop!  Well Done!  I’d give anything to be able to have done a full feature 
on this ride!
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(top) Kevin & Marlene Keberlein from Greeley cruise in style 
with their ‘33 Boydster.  Love the two tone exterior! (bottom) Form, 
function and complete comfort from door to door and everywhere in 

between.
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This ride just screams traditional 
hot rod with the flat black exterior rid-
ing over light blue painted wires with 
chrome caps.

(top) another traditional period hot rod 
touch is the addition of the silver flaked 
steering wheel, and the vintage V-8 emblem 
on the dash just between the white faced 
gauges.

(bottom)  No small block chevy here folks, 
this is flatty powered with a two pot intake 
providing the air and fuel mixture.  True 
Traditional Hot Rodding at its finest!!
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The 15th Anniversary of the Goodguys Colorado Nationals was held June 8 - June 10 2012 at The Ranch Events Complex in Loveland, Colorado.  This 
was my second trip to this event and was just as impressed the second time as the first.  If you have never been to a Goodguys event or any other large show, 
they say the venue is part of the attraction and the Colorado Nationals is no different as The Ranch has acres of soft green grass and off in the distance folks are 
treated to the snow capped Rocky Mountains!  Breathtaking!  Now picture this setting as you browse through numerous pages of my favorites!  WMM
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(top) Sam Gonzales cruised all the way    
from Farmington, New Mexico to show 
off his two - tone silver over orange ‘36 
Dodge.  Notice the snake graphic that 
provided the breaking point for the sil-
ver and orange paint.

(left center)  Sam’s ‘36 is powered by a 
536 hp Viper motor from a 2005 Dodge 
Viper.  WOW!!  What an awesome engine 
choice for this off the chart ride.

(top)  The snake and orange and silver-
color schemes carry over to the custom 
interior.  

Built by:  Wild Rest Street Rods
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(top) Ike Reiseauer from North Dakota has this ‘50 Merc that was 
on fire.  (bottom)  ‘38 5 window Chevrolet Coupe Jerry & Evie Dittrich from Longmont has this two-tone flamed 

‘55 Surburban.  It’s powered by a 6.0L Vortec V-8 backed to a beefy 
4L80E.  The interior features woodgrain and leather....TASTY!!!!
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(top)  Erick Sprague from Platteville, Colorado cruised in hot rod 
style with his ‘35 Ford 3 Window.  It’s got a flatty and a C4 (bottom)  
Awesome interior certainly makes for a comfy ride! He also won the 
:Right On Resto” award for his efforts.

(top) Jim Stratham cruised in from Spearfish, South Dakota in his 
Pearl Garnet colored ‘60 Ford Starliner.  It’s powered by a 513 ci en-
gine backed by a C6.  (bottom) The interior is nicely done!
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(left top and bottom) The Ross’ from Lakewood, Colorado brought 
out their ‘Oldsmobile 88 to hang out.  It’s powered by a 454 backed by a 
700 R-4 for nice smooth highway cruising.  The candy paint just pops in 
the Colorado sunshine.  The wide whites and chrome wheels complete the 
package.

(top)  The interior is white tuck and roll with body colored pip-
ing and body matching steering wheel and dash board.
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‘33 Ford Roadster.  LS2 powered - Casper Wyoming

Tim & Deb Dreiling from Longmont own this very cool original 
looking ‘56 Chevrolet Wagon.  It cruises on chome wheels and wide 
whites.
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(top)  Other ‘53 Ford F100’s should take notice of this example 
owned by Lonny Moore from Wichita, Kanasas. Earth toned paint is 
flawless and it rides over a round of really large hoops.  (bottom)  The 
interior is a perfect match with grey leather and body colored dash.

(top)  The Sunkist Orange paint  on this ‘56 Ford certainly pops.  
It sets low over a round of grey 5 spokes.  (bottom)  Yet another per-
fectly matching interior.  Ford in a Ford just as it should be with a 460 
and C6 combo! Great Job Kenny & Dena Gann!
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                   (left top)  Terry Hilker from McCook, Nebraska
                   own’s this beautiful Lime Green ‘48 Ford F1.  It sets perfect over  a
                   round of polished 5 spokes (left bottom) It’s  powered by a 
                   350ci TPI motor from GM.  And has just the right amount of chrome.

                   
                   (top)  perfect color execution flows throughout the interior.

PB www.wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com
PB
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(top)  Bill Davis from Morrison, Colorado 
has this way cool ‘40 Ford Roadster Pickup.  It’s 
powered by a modern LS 376 backed to a Tremec 
TKO 600.  The color scheme and paint are just 
flawless and the large body colored steelies look 
perfect  with the chrome center caps and add a 
little bit of modern flare to an otherwise classic 
ride.  

(center)  The interior is mostly stock looking with 
a body colored dash and leather interior.  

(top)  Here is another angle showing off this 
emaculate ‘40 Ford Roadster Pickup!

Bill also earned himself a well deserved “Builders 
Choice” award selected by Eric Peratt of Pinkee’s 
Rod Shop.
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(top) the coupe on the flat bed COE didn’t have a very good day 
when his ride was wrecked (bottom)  the owners of this cool ‘47 Ford 
convert certainly had a great day cruisin’ with the top down!
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(top)  Steve Faw from Billings, Montana has this very cool ‘67 
Chevrolet Nova.  The baby blue paint is just perfect as are the white 
graphics.  (bottom)  The interior is perfect in everyway from the blue 
and white door panels, grey leather wrapped steering wheel and blue 
and white piped carpet.

(top)  I can certainly appreciate some top notch metal work in rear 
of the car.  WOW  Straight as a needle.  (bottom)  The body colored 
roll bar and tubbed rear are there for a reason to help keep the driver 
safe due to the ponies generated by 427 cubic inches of bowtie lurking 

undrer the hood and to make room for the massive meat out back.
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(top)  Roger Jetter from Aurora own’s this ‘55 Caddy.  This Kus-
tom has over two pages of modification performed both inside and 
out.  (bottom)  Peal White vinyl w/ embroidered logos & “flowered” 
fabric in rolls and pleats cover the interior.  Roger also won the “Tra-
ditional Homebuilt Heaven” pick.

(top)  Cadisorus a ‘54 Cadillac Series 62 is owned by Dan Jetter 
also from Aurora.  Body has been nosed, decked, shaved, the antenna 
frenched and the grille is from a ‘58 Buick.  The side scoops were 
hand formed.  The side trim was made from ‘53 Caddy pieces. (bot-

tom)  Very clean and original!  
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 The Wheel Smith was one of the many ven-
dors set up inside for everyone to check out.  As you 
can see by the photos here they have a large variety of 
custom and original looking wheels for you to choose 
from.

 They have over 30 years of custom wheel manu-
facturing experience including the building of their 
own hot rods.  The Wheel Smith’s main goal is to 
provide wheels that are built for every individuals car 
specifications.  

Bob and Chris Sage are the owners of Wheel 
Smith.  Chris has many years of  manufacturing ex-
perience and helps to overseee the production of these 
awesome wheels.  

 Bob spends his time marketing the company, 
tending to customers and adding new products to carry 
on the tradition.  

 The Wheel Smith continues to grow and add new 
products to their line of nostalgia wheels which help 
the customers achieve the right look for that new proj-
ect.

check them out at :  www.thewheelsmith.net
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(top)  Mike & Betty Lunstra cruised in from Albuquerque, New 
Mexico with their all steel‘31 Ford Roadster.  It’s powered by a 
350/700R-4 combo and haas several modifications for safety and 
comfort.  (bottom)  The interior was done by Mario with Gotcha Cov-
ered!

Just when you thought you’d seen every color combination for the 
‘32 Ford Roadster you see this fine two -tone blue and white sample 
setting just right over polished 5 spokes.  Killer Flames!!!
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(top) Tom & Sandra Ulrich from Watkins, Colorado prove that 
you can take a ‘61 Buick, add a set of large hoops, give it an altitude 
adjustment, power it with a 364ci Nailhead and have one Extremely 

Cool four doored cruiser!!

(top) This tri-five has perfect earth toned paint, sets just right over 
polished 5 spokes and has plenty of bright work.  (bottom)  Modern 
apointments cover the interior and matches the car perfectly.
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The interior has just the right amount of patina and sports a cool 
steering wheel of unknown origin.  

What a cool early model Ford F1.  The dark red oxide is set off by the 
orange steelies and wide whites.  The stance is superb!  
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(top)  Tracy Weaver covered the interior in ultra leather and uses 
Classic Instruments gauges, Vintage Air with power everything. (top) 
The trunk houses more leather and the cruising tunes powered by Ori-
on. 

(top)  Dennis Wellbrock has this ‘36 Ford covered in burnt orange 
paint and rides on 17”s and 20’s while the stance is provided by Air 
Ride Technologies.  (bottom)  400 horses of LT1 power backed by a 
4L60, dig the custom engine cover and induction system.
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(top) Steve & Diane Meister drove in from Lake Havasu City, Ari-
zona in the 5 litre powered ‘56 Ford F 100.  (bottom) Ford in a Ford!  
Nuff’ said!

Dakota Digital gauges keep an eye on the 5.0 EFI power plant and 
the grey cloth looks like you could just sink in while enjoying a cool 
ride!
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The interior is highly detailed and decked out in comfy leather.  
The trunk follows suit and has a bit of nostalgia added for the perfect 
touch.

Pink ‘57 Caddy’s don’t get any more Gorgeous than this one 
owned by Allen Unique Autos of Grand Junction.  The wheels were 
very unique and pink hue just popped in the Colorado sun shine!  
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www.oldrustinweeds.com   www.hiboys.com       www.aemgarage.com
www.gearheadgazzette.com                 www.darrylstarbird.com    www.thewheelsmith.net   
www.hotrodthreads.com                      www.goodoleboyssandiedgo.com
www.good-guys.com                             www.hatfieldrestorations.com
www.mercurycharlie.com                    www.vintageair.com
www.gtacc.org     www.newstalgiawheel.com
www.ridetech.com           www.gmperformanceparts.com/erod
www.theisca.com       www.SEMA.org
www.autorama.com/casi                   www.larrywilliamsgraphics.com
www.lokar.com       www.motoraustin.com
www.barrygrant.com        www.motortexas.com
www.nhra.com
http://www.johndagostinokustomkars.com/

Cruisin’ the Information Super Highway..........
The February 2010 issue of Wolf Motorsports Magazine marked another first, the addition of “Cruisin’ the Information Super 
Highway....!

This section of the magaizne showcases links to special interest areas of the World Wide Web that deals with our love for the hobby!  
Sit back in your easy chair, grab a refreshing drink and expand your daily entertainment value with web sites that will get your mind 
wondering!!!!!  
Enjoy the latest addition!!

Wolf Motorsports Magazine
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Subscribe to Wolf Motorsports Magazine?

If you really like what you see in the magazine and would like to be added to the subscriber distribution list to 
be notified of upcoming issues.  It’s simple, all you have to do is visit www.wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com and 
click on the “subscribe” link.  Fill out the subscription form.  This will place you on a distribution list, and an 
email will be sent to your email address when a new issue is ready for your viewing pleasure.  THAT’S IT!!  

On the other hand, if you don’t care for the magazine and you would like to be removed from the distribution 
list and not receive any future communications from Wolf Motorsports Magazine, you may “unsubscribe” at 
the same link at www.wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com.  

Note:  Wolf Motorsports Magazine will not sell or use your email address for anything else but communica-
tion of upcoming issues and other changes going on at Wolf Motorsports Magazine.  

Thank you for your interest and support!!!

Jeff
Wolf Motorsports Magazine

Bench Racing
Bench Racing is defined in several different ways.  The urban dictionary defines Bench Racing as:

1.  To discuss quarter mile elapsed time of a car based on a list of modifications or horsepower estimate.
2.  To discuss the estimated output (in horsepower) of one engine versus another based on lists of modifications 
done to each engine.
3.  To discuss the estimated output (in horsepower) of one engine versus another based on lists of modifications 
done to each engine.

While I do agree with the Urban Dictionary’s definition of Bench Racing, Bench Racing in the context of this 
section of the magaine will be defined as:
1.  Discussion of ANYTHING  automobile related between at least two individuals with the goal of passing 
time at a car show, sharing automotive related ideas, opinions or entertaining themselves or others.  

Please feel free to share your bench race session wtih the readers by emailing:
benchracing@wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com

It’s not about the weather……
 I think most folks like to view and drive hot rods when the weather is 
just perfect.  Say a nice day with temps in the 70’s while the sky is full of 
big fluffy white clouds and a big ball of sunshine!  
 Others like it a bit warmer, recently I experienced a Friday in the mid 
80’s and much warmer, enough to easily break a sweat.  Then that night as 
most of us are familiar with, a cold front blew in and Saturday was spent 
with overcast skies, brisk wind, a few misty rain drops and temps in the 
low 50’s?  
 Is that too cold to enjoy a car show?  I think not, you just have to 
plan to stay warm, maybe a long sleeve t-shirt (in my case) a warmer 
sweat shirt or a jacket.  Although I had good intentions of staying warmer 
my scattered mind forgot the light jacket I had planned on bringing.  
 I made the most of the situation and had a few areas to go to get 
warm, before I braved the cool fall Texas temps once again.  It’s not about 
the weather it’s about living every day of our lives enjoying what we love 
and making the best of what we are dealt! This last statement holds true in 
daily life outside of the automotive hobby!  WMM


